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: This is INIBRNO? (What'? Already'? Number seven? Doesn't 
~ like that many issues ••••• ) dedicated to total trivia and 
nothing of any consequence whatsoever, excepting of course the 
twin dogmas of 'BIU'l'AIN~ s J.t,INE IlJ '79' and the somewhat more 
parochial 'OWENS P.All.K WILL BE :PANSPASTIC IN 1761 (He never 
could rhyme worth a damn anyway;') 'This issue is, as usual, 
broueht to you with the good graces of Skel 'n Gas from:- 
25 Rowland Close i Offerton; Stockport; Cheshire; ~1(2 5NW. 

5 JANUARY 1975 (SKEL) 

Oh well, it wasn't to be. Last issue Cas insisted that 
she was going to start the ball rolling and ended up not even 
in the zine at all. This time she was definitely going to set 
things in motion. She even started writing something. So 
what am I doing he-re? Well, she started writing something, 
but she never finished it. A cold spell set in and she went 
into hibernation or something. Every so often I would stumble 
across her curled ·up form, snoring snugly in some remote car 
of the ske Ihouse , 'rime passed but unfortunately desultory 
kicks only brought forth such grunted remarks as ,;Change 
Eethany' s nappy" or "Stop it George". More time passed and 
still nothing. ~las I could wait no longer. When it was time 
for .America the founding fathers were not found wanting; when 
it came time for a nice ride in the country the Light Brigade 
were swiftly into the saddle. Could I do less when it was 
time for INJ?ERNO 7? 

However, whilst still hoping against vain hope I commit 
ted several bits to paper cIDd this is the explanation for the 
apparent reversal in the time-flow between this piece and the 
next one. First though let me take this opportunity of wish 
ing you all a reasonably happy new year, though of course one 
that is no happier than mine ••••• nearly as happy ••••• but if I 
catch one of you having a happier new year than I it will be 
the last time I ever wish him anything. You have been warned! 

-- 

2 DECEMBER 1 9 7 4 ( SKEL) 

It's almost a month since I last typed Rnything up for 
IN}"ERNO. Everytime I detected the impulse to get in typing 



again I would pummel said impulse to a pulp ;:md kick it into a 
corner where it would cringe and sniv~l for a while. Unfortu 
nately this impulse bears a startling resemblance to the skel 
babe, :Bethany, who's development is showing signs of beeoming 
arrestea. So, no ·greater love hath any man +han to give up 
his soul for the· child he loves. Besides, according to her 
size a.s of now, she .is going to be over three feet tall wnen 
she is two years old which, according to some theory or other, 
means she will be about six-feet-some when she grows up .:UID 
SHE WILL BE HUGE Af'ID ENOR.¾IOUS Alm SHE WILL HA'°l'E NIE .ti..t'ID SI:IE \HLL 
HIT IV1E AND THUMP AND BASH ME !,.ND STOMP ME M'I> GOUGE MY :B.i:IB OUT 
AND KICK j'JE 'IN THE GOOLIES and generally not be fr.iends. So I 
will leave her alone and she will love me. Trouble ~s, The 
Impulse will get me. Here it comes now •••••. or is it Bethany? 

. Please ghod let it be Bethany! Here, come to Daddy. 'l'hat ! s a 
good *GHURK* ••••• "What's this? Nearly a month gone and this 
is all you've typed':' C'mon c'mon, ge_t with it or I will be 
forced to reveal to the world what you did with that putrid 
banana." Oh ghod no, not the putrid banana episode ••••• I'd 
never live it down. I'd have to gafiate, even though Cas said 
it didn't hurt at all. Well, not much, anyway • 

Actually what kicked me back into gear again was getting 
S'l'.AIU~IlIB 4. It's obvious Bill that you just don't have the 
talent for true fannish writing. \fuy, in your ·editorial you 
give us several pages of totally interesting and unboring per 
sonal reminiscences and all the time you had available a sub 
ject of such unsurpassable tedium as you skipped over on page 
three ••••• "I have always lived my life among ad Lut.s c " 

Oh, what scope was there. The Adluts, that little known 
race from the hinterl2nds of the Orinoco basin who are so shy 
and secretive that even I haven't heard of them ••••• and you 
have actually- lived among them,. broken bread with them, so to 
speak, observing- all their strange trib11.l rituals. 'l'here are 
inumerable fqanni~h articles here for the writing, 3ill, ran 
ging from 'Turd Hurling Among The Juvenile And Pre-Adolescent 
Adluts' for IUTBLAT/GIUM NEWS, on through 'How ~ehe Sli'WA Brought 
New !Jleaning 'I'o '11he Sacred Wri tin8'S Of 'Phe Adlut Peoples 1 for 
THE ALIF,N CRITIC, to '30,000 Assorted Adlut Poems' for MADCAP. 
If you needed the feelthy lucre you could even have gone as 
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far as 1Jlirty, Perverted And Exceed Lng'Ly Rude Phye i.c a.l Pr ac - 
tices Among The Heterosexual AcUut' for P:b;NTHOUSE or PLAY'.JOY. 
Then again, thank ghod everybody isn't as doolaliy as like 
what I am. 

Before I go onto somethine else thou5h Jiill, would you 
mind settling a bet for me? In what language WRS STARJ.i'IRE 
written? It bore a passing resemblance to English-as-she-is 
~Jt¢¢f¢¢-spoken, but there were so m3ny points of disimilarity 
that this couldn't really be more than coincidence. Yonk.Lsh? 
Serbo-Acllut ?? 

Hey looky folks, I found someone who spells worse than I 
do and who doesn't hang her smalls out to dry in \'Jhalley Range. 
Hind you, it took over three years ••••• 

J 1 11.B~ CRLIBER · 1 9 7 4 ( SKEL) 
Yes, 'tis the eve of the year nouveaux (nouvelle? 1vho 

knows? Who cares??) and here I sit typing INFErt.1"\JO for you. 
No, that's Et lie. I'm typing I.NFERNO for me. 'l.1his fanzine is 
an ego trip, and no ego trips over its own feet more than mine. 
Here I sit (whoops, I already said that, didn't I? ~:he reason 
will soon become apparent) drinking Cas' s vodka ( what Id I tell 
you? Cas says, "Thanks, Mike Md Pat 11• I just say "Hice!!" 
and make 811 incredible number of typo's) ••••• listening to, of 
all things, Melanie blasting 1:P..uby 'l'uesday' and 1·w11at Have 111hey 
Done To lvt,r Song, .Ma?" through my headphones at a truly incred 
ible volume. Cas is watching 'Star' on TV and I wanted to 
watch the cowie on the other channel. C'est 12. guerre! 

Actually the reason Cas got her way for a ch8nge is that 
I had this commissioned artwork to do. Niy brother said to me 
on Christmas Day ••••• "Can you draw me a vampire snail'?" Not 
Rn unusual req_uest. Well, the skelmother goes to evening 
classes for to learn how to paint china. As a sideline she 
does these incredibly kinky pot mugs with a name and a prippy 
transfer upon them. Instead of a transfer I had her put one 
of my original illo's onto mine. Such one-upmanship! Only 
now I've had to perpetrate a skelish original for my brother's 
cup ( I hope it runs over) and if it comes out OK no doubt I' 11 
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have to do one for the other skelbrother, 2:ny number of skel 
relatives and anyone who lives within two hundred miles of the 
skelresidence. Ah, such is fame ••••• 

THE INKREDIBUL LD/iElUCK PHENOf.'!ENON 

\iell, les HearA-e were here this weekend and we played 
cards. Unbelievably, considering the number ow times we have 
gotten together, this was the first time we'd played caxds •••• 
if you could call it that. After all, any evening that starts 
off with nine fluid ounces of Tequila (between three), two 
tablespoons of honey, sod-it-no-lemons-try-a-bit-of-lime 
cordial, hmmm, too sweet ••• try a bit of gin, hmmm ••• more gin, 
hmmm ••• maybe, try a bit more gin. It's getting there, just ct 
bit more gin. Cherry vodka? Ok •••• hmmm, yes, but it would 
take t.oo much vodka, try a bit more gin. Hmmm, that Is better, 
just a bit more gin. HlVIMIVIIvlli/lMlu 

That was the first drink. 

Since the rule seemed to be that one drank half this and 
then topped it up with anything +hat was going it's a wonder 
we got any further. Then, after a magnum of Italian dry red 
wine, it wasn't too surprising that Mike should come out with 
the first two lines of a dirty limerick, then sit there in 
srutably studying his cards whilst the drink befuddled mind of 
someone who's name we won't go into here, completed it as 
follows ••••• · 

'I'here was a young lady from Genoa 
who's knockers sank lower and lower 
'til suddenly one night 
she got one hell of a fright 
when her nipples rubbed off on the floor. 

••••• Fat and I won that rubber, but one bottle of 
'Chateau-Neuf-du-Pape 'Tl' accompanied by·.·• ••• 

'Phe.re was a young Girl from Vancouver, 
liQuid parafin never could move her. 
On a Saturday night 
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she would try dynamite 
then o Le an up the mess with a Hoover. 

••••• and we were level, one rubber each. A bottle of an 
incredibly cheap Portugese dry red wine enabled Cas and 1,J.ke 
to take a temporary ad vant age by wi.nnd.ng the third rubber but 
also provided the best limerick of the night in ••••• 

'11here was a YOUI18' girl from Toronto 
who said "Get your trousers off pronto." 
For what could be stranger 
t.han to fuck the Lone Ranger 
'ce:pt maybe cunnilingus with 'I'orrt o? 

1\. bottle of medium-dry hock failed to provide any lim 
erick at all, but did leave the evening all square at two all. 
It was then turned three-thirty and as I ( why just me r ) had to 
get up at seven o'clock the next (s2rne?) morning to go to work, 
the evening was brought to a premature close. 

I always seem to enjoy myself tremendously when we mcU1age 
to get together with Mike and Pat. It 'La a terrible pity 
therefore that if they don't hurry u,p Md produce the last 
issue of LUPJC and my verdammt artverk I vill probably sving 
fer dem. 

I vill alzo sving fer Chone Sharpe, if she doesn't get 
zoon into print der artverk I did vor her over eighteen months 
ago. Hey Ch one'? Zod dis verks magazine, uh? 

I also spent part of this weekend (I'm a lousy host) doing 
a cover and a couple of interior illo' s for CYP1IER. If your 
next issue of CYPHER doesn't have a skelcover then you'll know 
that Jim must have slung it back at me. About time too. '11his 
will be the first skelstuff rejected since that occasion when 
I was just c omi.ng into f'andom and that cruel, heartless Terry 
Jeeves rejected an incredibly bad poem of mine, thus arresting 
my development for several years (it comes out next week) and 
causing me great pain and clisgronfment. I have achieved this 
phenomenal success by the simple expedient of not doing any 
thing for anybody, thus ensuring that they couldn't reject my 
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stuff. Itejection hurt. I wanted to swim but I didn't want to 
get wet. Excessive immaturity, but to this day the memory of 
how much that rejection hurt me has made me exceedini:sly w-a:ry 
of risking such rejection again. Aha, but along comes Jim 
Goddard and suddenly the cobwebs are all blown away. The 
prospect of Jack Gaughan followine Kevin Cullen and then in 
turn being followed by ••••• Skel ??? It's so bizarre that after 
I'd stopped laughing I noticed the absence of fear for th.e 
first time in years. Just like that, I don't care anymore. 
It's good to be free again. 

A OUOTE 

"History divides, without being forced, into epochs.11 

John J. Alderson - CHAO 15, August 1974; 

What it needs is some of that new -f'ang'Led 'epochsy resin'. 

JJ\J1IES GODDARD Plovers :Barrow; School Hoac!.; Nomansland; Wilts. 

Here I am at last writing to thank you for the artwork 
you sent for CYPHER 13. The stuff you sent is eminently suit 
able and I'll feel privileged to use it. If you feel like 
doing a couple more I can certainly find a use for +hem? 

SKEL:BROTHER 2 VERBALLY ••••• 
No, it Is not quite what I had in mind. I want a vamp i.re 

snail that's much more evil looking, one that's about to pounce, 
with saliva dripping from its fangs and its cloak billowing out 
behind it. 

15 JANUA.~Y 1975 (SKEL) 

It's kinda like having a rattlesnake leap·upon you and 
smother you with kisses, and then while you're recovering a 
prippy butterfly flits lightly novm upon your toe ••••• and chews 
your foot off. 

Somedays one definitely shouldn't bet on horses! 
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DAVE ROWE 8 Park Drivei Wickfordi Essex, SS12 9DH. 

INFERNO arrived a month ago but owing to many reasons I've 
only just got around to reading it and I still have about six 
weeks' magazines and corespondence to catch up on. If you 
haven't guessed already, this also means no cover. 'Vfatership 
Down' arrived from the library and then 'Shardik'. ~ow that's 
400 cmd 525 pages respectively and I'm a slow-slow reader. 
Result •••• ,very little done in December except reading. If I 
can get things going I might get your cover done, but the way 
things are don't expect it 'til after Seacon. 

I really enjoyed INli'ERNO, your writing is clear and 
highly enjoyable, although to be pedantic, you did end the 
piece about 'Forbidden Planet/Star Trek rather abruptly and 
you should have credited Kevin Hall with his piece at the be 
ginning, otherwise it gives the impression that you wrote it. 
I also mistook Phil Payne's letter for one by Terry Jeeves and 
nearly had a heart attack ••••• and cut _my finger on one of the 
staples, something which hasn't happened since IUTBL.K.r 2. 
Ghod! I expect that from Pickershit, but from you?!!!? 

I saw John and Pete about the non-arrival of your copies 
of :BIG SCPJ3, EGG and PR2, but they were both in a pre-Xmas 
drunken haze, so whether or not it sank in I couldn't say. 
Cas asked me to give Fred a hug. I did so verbally, being at 
the One Tun at the time - it would have started unseemly 
rumours if I'd done otherwise. 

Thanks for the Xmas card by the way. I didn't send any, 
except to Bob and Iti3ry who kept saying it would be more econ 
omical to send last year's Xmas cards ••••• so this Xmas they 
got one signed "Auntie Alice & Uncle Stan •••• & Dave". 

"WHAT AN INCREDIBLY FA.AANISH IDEA! 11 HE THOUGH'J.1 ••••• 

But it's absolutely shit-brilliant! (I'm just getting 
round to reading 'Bug Jack Barron' so please excuse any over 
spill ••••• if you can work out which bits are foul-mouthed me 
and which bits are foul-mouthed Spinrarl, that is) I'm sur 
prised it isn't already a fanish institution to send out the 
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Xmas cards one recieved the previous year. There's a poetry 
of the soul in that idea. Im;::i,gine getting such a card ••••• 
not only has one eot the card, but an interesting time seeing 
where it's been ("Look, Dave got it from Fred - that'll be F'red 
Hemmings, don't you think'!' - who got it from - what's that say 
luv? Can't make it out, looks a bit like 'Turdhead' ••••• must 
be a ratfan ••••• ). Then there are all the non-fannish cards 
that are just names without faces ••••• ' Aunty Glad and Uncle 
Julius', 'Wirs. Nurtscratcher, and all at number 461• ~nigmas 
all. Much better, don't you think, than just saying, "Oh, it's 
from Dave Rowe ••••• about time that sod sent us one." 

Then again, there's always the pleasure of bucking the 
system. After all, if one accepts the idea of sending Xmas 
cards there is nothing therein which would preclude the use of 
a card which has been used before and it would be a great blow 
against conspicuous and ostentatious waste. How much of our 
resources are squandered simply so that we can all send out 
new christmas cards each year'? Not only the trees that go in 
to maki.ng the paper, the hard energy squandered, but also the 
wasted time of everybody involved in such an unproductive 
triviality. 95. · of these people would then be able to do some 
thing worthwhile, always assuming that there is something 
worthwhile for them to do. See, I knew it all the time ••••• 
Xmas cards are a social evil, probably invented by some dirty 
commie rat just to undermine our society. 

The reason I didn't get the 'Britain In '79' progress re 
port seems to be simply that they sent it out with the Seacon 
stuff and I'm not yet registered for Seacon. I still feel 
that it's a downright liberty though. They were ec1ger enough 
to take Cas's and my money, but they can't be bothered keeping 
track of who's paid what. It's especially diabolical when 
Pete Presford does get a copy of the progress report and he 
isn't even a supporting member. I'm really pissed off about 
this. I think it is rank bnd manners • 

I don't know who is responsible for sending out the pro 
gress reports but I can't help tying it in with Pete Hoberts 
because he seems to have a mental block when it comes to sen 
ding me anything. Despite a personal approach on my part and 
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his assurance that he Id send me a zine 11Hi6ht after the 
Conn, I have never, in the 3-4 years I've been active in fan 
dom - repeat never, recieved anything from Pete, with the sole 
exception of a copy of EGG postmailed to my first OHlP.A mailing. 
Kind you, this is no longer confined to Pete of course. In 
the last year the only zines I've recieved from south of my 
downstairs toilet have been SPI and 'l'HE VmINKLED SHHEW. Oh, 
for the sake of complete accuracy, add to that two issues of 
CIIBCKPOH.1T and a WA..1tK. Hive of activity down there isn't it? 

Are the publishers using subliminal advertising nowadays? 
mrrrrnrrl1TIIll1TIIllIIlilmmmm'1Illilllillilrunr®unmmmrnrnmrnmmr ead 'Watership Down'mrnmrnmmrnmmm 
Could be, everybody seems to be reading it. Somehow it's just 
never appealed to me but this evening I noticed that it is out 
Ln pape.rb ack , so maybe I' 11 have a word with my bank manager 
and see if I can arrange a 60p overdraft to finance the broad 
ening of my literary horizons. 

You cut your finger on one of the staples??? Now that is 
the criticism that really hurts, Dave. It hurts because all 
other faneds bung in the staples and send out the fanzine. I 
don't. I have more regard for the safety of my readers than 
all those other guys. In order that you don't catch your fin 
gers on~ staples I take every fanzine that I produce, turn it 
over and hammer down every staple individualy. This I do for 
you Dave, selflessly, without thought of rewRrd, knowing in 
my heart of hearts that Ghu is watching and is noting my con 
sideration and is reserving me a turn at the handle of 'l'he 
Heavenly Mimeo so that I too can produce a Co Lderi-Age Fanzine 
for that great APA in the sky ••••• and you go and cut your 
sodding finger. t ~~~¢ /t fyrf~~ ¢¢~it¢: No Ghu, I didn't say 
that, honest ••••• it was just a joke ••••• honest, Dave'll tell 
you, won't you Dave? Won't you'?? ••••• Dave??'? 

21 JANTJAHY ·1975. (SKEL) 

OK folks, just stack the chairs n.round the sides of the 
room and push the table into the corner. We gonna set the 
scene a little. Just got this tremendous letter from Mike 
Meara which I want to ~hare with you, but in order for you to 
really appreciate it and laugh your guts out I'm going to have 
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to fill in some of the background. Hope I can do it, 'cos I 
really got a charge out of and it would be the crime of the 
century to waste it on an audience of two. So let's try ••••• 

SYNOPSIS 

THE SKELENTITY, in an attempt to exert his evil domination 
over the duplicate tau-cosmos, is collecting whisky labels. 
Not even the Dons of the Interstellar Institute of Wombat 
Throttling, secret masters of the Six Galaxies, have been able 
to discover the method by which he intends to exert his dark 
dominion. Unable, because of the sheer enormity of what is at 
stake, to work on the assumption that he is just a cretinous 
snot-sucker who's booze-sodden brain has finally given up its 
last vestiges of sanity, the Dons have secretly sought to dis 
courage ~HE SKELENTITY by substituting a glue of extra-galactic 
stickyness for that normally used by terran distillers. 

After two attempts to float the beautiful red/gold/ 
black label off a bottle of 'Glen Flagler 8 Year Old Pot Still 
Ndt VJhisky' had ended in abject failure and resulted only in 
a handful of soggy pulpy shreds, it looked like the univ$rse 
would be sewed. Frustrated THE SKELEl\lTITY withdrew into him 
self, beat the Skelwife, shouted at the Skelkids and so full of 
self-doubt, didn't dare to make the attempt with his third and 
last empty 'Glen Flagler' bottle. 

At this dark hour in the fortunes of the skelplan along 
came the hero, F~LRIC of SPONDON, and his trusty wife, STORM 
BRINGER (it always pisses down when they come). That night 
after the feasting ELRIC, in his cups, boasted of his prowess 
at soaking off wine labels. Sensing once more a chance to 
become all-powerful and ·do naughty things (and maybe rude 
things t.oo-Yllk-yuk-yuk) 'rHE SKELE11TITY took ad vantage of ELlUC 
of SPON.DON's generous nature and persuaded him to soak off his 
whisky label for only a few hundred pounds. 

ELRIO hastened back to his fortress and by the means of 
much arcane lore and majiks, and with great difficulty, he man 
aged to overcome and nullify the extra-galactic stickyness of 
the Six Galaxies glue. 
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Remembering this Tricky-Dicky-Stickyness THE SKELENTITY 
did not even attempt to float off the different black and gold 
label from his 'Glen Flagler Ghu Knows How Old But Definitely 
Cheaper Pot Still Malt Whisky'. He gave it straight to his 
dread companion who had again travelled up from Spondon (in 
order to pick up his trusty wife STORlVIBH.INGEH whom he had for 
gotten in the haste of his previous return). Right, now for 
get all this crap and read on ••••• 

MIKE MEARA 61 Borrowash Roa..'1, Spondon; Derby. 

Paul, here are the whisky labels what I have soked off 
the botule •••• At a water temperature of 57·3 degrees Centi 
&rade, the anterior label adhesive strength fell below that of 
the intramicrostructure of the cellulose fibres, allowing 
simple manual removal with a peel angle of 23 deerees .± 10;·c, 
in a time of only 17•4 seconds. Colour degradation by high 
temperature hydrolysis was negligible when checked by reflec 
tance spectrophotometry at 4153 cU1gstroms. One may theorise 
that prevailing economic conditions have necessitated a t~an 
sition to an inferior but less expens~ve adhesive, and/or~ 
reduction in the coating weight (g/cm ). Conversely, the less 
important posterior label displayed considerable resistance to 
the aqueous immersion techniQue; water at 65 degrees Centigr:~le 
for 10 minutes had little effect apart from a serious deter 
ioration of cohesion at right-angles to the fibre orientation. 
Attempted manual separation at any peel angle quickly resulted 
in ·1 OO~fo loss of cohesion and. the separation and subsequent 
loss of several small fragments (approx. 1•25~ of label area). 
Experimental verification confirmed the presence of the 
Szvairvll.~dz effect, viz. that the atmosphere within a radius 
of 93cm. of the experimenter's vocal apparatus was radiating 
strongly in the blue region of the visible spectrum. .demoval 
was eventually effected by the insertion of a tungsten-edged 
steel micro-separator, Gillette Safety 'l'ype 2, or 'Hazor 
Blade', whereby with rapid oscillatory motions (amplitude 
approx. 3mm.) parallel to the axis of symmetry of the con 
tainer, the paper-glass interface was induced to traverse 
laterally at an average rate of 2mm/hour. Unfortunately the 
stress pattern set up had a maximum ai~plitude in excess of the 
intr3111icrostructural strength, resulting in dimensional in- 
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stability, and a type of induced non-planarity known as 
'crinkling',with resultant shrinkage at right-angles to the 
major axis. Lea.ding scientists have proposed three theories 
regarding .t he differential a.dhesi vi ty of the two labels: 

(a) The greater exposure of the anterior label to ultra 
violet radiation found in sunlight and certain types 
of fluorescent shop~lighting causes stress-cracking 
and eventual de-polymerisation of the adhesive, res 
ulting in severe strength loss. 

(b) For some reason so far unknown, the manufacturers 
regard the posterior label as more worthy of preser 
vation than the anterior. Government departments 
nre at present working on the theory that recent 
shipments of the product behind the Iron Curtain may 
have been used to trMsmit classified information in 
the form of a microdot concealed in a com..~a after 
the word 'whisky'. Possibly the label may be ren 
dered easily detachable by the appiication of a sec-· 
ret formula known only to the intended recipients of 
the information. 

(c) The sodblasted glueing machine put too much d311lrled 
glue on the fucker! 

This last is regarded as unlikely. 

N.B: Earlier samples of the product have carried a humeric or 
shoulder label bearing the legend "YEAHS 8 OIJ)". This 
is believed to be an ancient Gaelic dialect of un.lalown 
origin. Linguistic experts have offered the following 
as possible translations: 

(1) "Not for Human Consumption" 
(2) "Here's Aytholde" (early Gaelic prince: 239-273 AU ) 
(3) "Ye Arsey Tool" (trad. Scottish greeting and insult) 
(4) "My Hovercraft is Pull of Eels" 

Notwithstanding that 1 (4)' may indicate a hitherto un 
suspected development in the mechanised inshore fishing of 
the early Christian era, '(1)' is considered my many to be the 
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most likely explanation. ~he absence of this label from the 
current se.mple has two implications: 

(1) It fell off. 

(2) The m2.nufacturers have developed a process for re 
moving various toxins found in earlier samples. 

Nevertheless, it is cleRX that much remains to be le2rned 
about these strange transparent containers full of-amber fluid, 
floating down our eastern coRst·in the grip of the West Scan 
dinavian Drift. Where do they come from? No one knows, but I 
believe that one day we shall trace the origin of these am 
phorean anachronisms, A11d learn their exotic secret. (Fade up 
puzzled but oddly triumphant music. :-1.oll end credits. Slow 
fade ••••••••• ) · 

0•0°0°0·0•0•0°0°0•0°0 

22 JANUARY 1975 (SK.EL) 

No one will ever convince me, 'til the day I die, that 
the foregoing was not in the great tradition of true-fa2.nish 
writing. I didn't think anyone could say "The front label 
soaked off quite easily, but the little one was a bastard like 
the last time." with such style. If you don't agree it's pro 
bably because I didn't set the mood and background well enough 
to let you into our private little world for a page or so. 
Letters like this I should get every day. No doubt about it. 
It's probably the best letter I've ever received. It's ex 
tremely personalised, original, humorous, bags of reaction to 
INFERNO 6, and damn long. More from this letter later, so's 
you can judge whether or not I'm getting carried away (mutter 
mutter ••• he should be carried away ••• mutter mutter). 

PUBLISH AND ]E SLAMMED 

I seem to have taken a bit of stick for my piece on porn 
ography, being accused of not knowing the difference between 
pornography and sex ••••• and even if I do know the difference 
I Ive got it all back to front ( pause for groan from readers)' 
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I 

of doing perverted things with copies of 'Men Only' and of gen 
erally being a bit of a cretin. ~l'hose who agr-e ed with me did 
so only up to a point, sort of ••••• "Yes, you are so ri,<_sht, but 
where you are going wrong is •••••• ". 

Gee, but it's nice to be noticed! 

30 JANUARY 1975 (SKEL) 
OOOOH! Naughty words! (Nope, that's not strong enough) 

Very naughty words!· It's not fair! It's not, it's dead rot 
ten nnd norrible. Just a couple of days after unburdening my 
soul and whining at Pete aoberts he sends me ~GG and the pro 
gress rep9rts for 'Britain in '79'. Now I supposel shall 
have to send him a snivelling apology. He's a right sod that 
Roberts~ •••• how dare he send me his fanzine ••••• I mean, who 
asked him •••••• ? 

PEI'E i:WBERTS 6 Westbourne Park Villas1 London 1:12. 

Well, look, there's no need at all for a "snivelling apo - 
logy" - an abject, boot-licking one will do fine • 

Actually you've got me pretty worried with all this see 
thing and festering; it means there's probably a bunch of 
other people also fuming and boiling out there - all unknown 
t,Q me, as yet. Me a culpa - indeed, the UK79 PRs should have 
gone out earlier, or at least at roughly the same time. To 
save postage, I put them in with the Seacon reports - the two 
lists are almost identical for the first couple of hundred 
members (ie, those taken at Tynecon); the handful of Seacon 
members who hadn't joined the 79 bid also received copies to 
jolt their consciences (it worked quite well, in fact). 

Exhausted by producing and posting off the r-epor+a, I 
couldn't face the task of going through the two lists and dis 
covering the few people who still required UK in 79 PRs - I 
only got round to that last week and it turned out there were 
only five such in the 1.TIC; in other words, the task wasn't as 
diffioult as I'd thought and I might as well have done it 
earlier. Ah well. I think you'll agree that the PR doesn't 
contain any vital and urgent news, but I suppose people waiting 
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for their copies weren't to know that. Oh dear. 

As for the CP poll - I don't remember anything about th2.t, 
I'm afraid. I usually try to write such re~uests down at cons, 
otherwise I'm bound to forget. I didn't and I forgot. Belat 
edly enclosed ••••• 

I recently discovered something even better th::m a silver 
fish for the Mesklinite stakes. 'I'he only problem is that even 
I, with my vast and untapped knowledge of odd creatures, don't 
know what it is; I rather suspect that it is blessed with no 
more than a cold Latin tag. Silverfish-sized, this creature 
inhabits the bog along the landing. Not the nicest of habit 
ats, but I'm able to observe it at my leisure. It's small and 
brown and looks much the same at either end - rather like a 
very compact millipede (the small, portable version). It has 
a friend - exactly the same, only smaller. It also has a de 
vice to protect itself from large-footed people:· it exudes 
happiness. Honest, I could swear it does. I was delighted 
when I first saw it, though I'd normally object to Things 
crawling around the house. After that, I looked forward to 
seeing it again and chortled happily whenever I caught a 
glimpse of it. I even thought it a pleasant and wonderful 
thing that it had a buddy to go round with. I am not, nor 
ever have been, a loony. :a' s no more than a defence mech 
anism possessed by this nameless creature. Lovely beast. 
wbat price silverfish? 

That's a mucky piece of shit-throwing at Ian Williams. 

31 JANUARY 1975 (SKEL) 
I was kind of worried over that 'Ian Williams piece. 

Shit, I like the guy! He was even staying with us the weekend 
before I wrote that piece. It was then that he'd asked me how 
I felt he'd handled it and I told him I thought he'd done 
pretty well all things considered. Then, a couple of days 
after he'd gone I changed my mind. Now the obvious answer was 
to write him a personal letter telling him this but, because 
I'd already said.something in print on this subject, although 
only within the narrow confines of an ON~A mailing, I also 
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wanted to set my personal record straight in print, So I did 
the fannish thing and compromised: I typed out the stencils 
2..nd then I took them to work the following day, took photo 
copies, and sent them to Ian with a note to the effect that 
they would be appearing in INli'ERNO Md would he care to send 
me any rebutal that he cared to make and I would undertake to 
print it later on in the same issue. Anything else seemed to 
me to be too much like shaking his hand to his face ond then 
stabbing him in the back as soon as he turned around (Et tu 
Skel?). I still feel that I didn't ~ct dishonourably, but I 
guess Ian feels differently ••••• I haven't heard from him since 
and small shreds of INFERNO 6 keep blowing in on the prevailing 
wind from Sunderland. 

'l'HERE ;illF, SOME THINGS WE ,ARE NOT MEANT TO KNOW •••• ; 

Yes indeedy, ruid-I know just where these 'Things We Are 
Not Meant To Know' can be found. 'l'hey are AAAR.GHH ••••• no, it's 
OK, I just spilled my drink, is all ••••• they are contained 
within the pages of 'The Fanzines We Are Not Meant To Receive'. 
That such fanzines do exist has been drawn forcibley to my no 
tice this issue. 

Well firstly there was this issue of TITLE that Dave nowe 
wrote me about, saying that he'd reviewed INFERNO in a column' 
therein, a copy of which I should have been receiving sometime 
early in December. I did not receive it. This was a shame 
because something about the way he mentioned it made me say to 
myself, "Hmm, must see that •••• " Naturally, with it not coming 
this built up into a "MUS'11 SEE THN"11 ! " Then I got a copy of 
ERG in which Terry chided Dave over that column. Obviously 
Terry had got a copy of that issue. Now Terry is a ghood man 
and true ••••• ~nd because you buggers out there don't send me 
your fanzines I have this arrangement with Terry that I take 
off his hands any zines he doesn't want to enshrine in his per 
manent collection, for the price of the postage. Like I said, 
Terry is a ~i/lif'/:lt ghood man. So I wrote to Terry, asking him 
if I could have this particular copy of TITLE asap 'cos it was 
like bugging me, maan. (Do you notice the influence of Fred 
Wedlock there Mfke ? What an incredible LP ••••• but I digress). 
Yes, said Terry, "You can have it.• ••• and a few more besides. 
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Herewith a mini-bundle of zines." There were two issues of 
~ITLE in the bundle, but neither of them was the damn-sodding 
issue in question. I did subsequently receive a ropy of TITLE 
but that was an extremely old one and was also not the issue . 
in quGstion. Look ••••• if anybody out there has got that par 
ticular copy of 'l1ITLE, fer chrisesRkes send it to me, uh? 
It'll never make it, of course, but I'll be interested to dis 
cover the lengths they'll go to in order to prevent me getting 
that particular issue. 

All this is of course not proof that there are fanzines 
which we are not meant to recieve, but it is supported by Pete 
Roberts' letter ••••• in particular the bit where he says, on 
page seventeen, lines four and five, ".Belatedly enclosed ••••• 11 
it wasn't. The only thing in that. envelope when it reached me 
Pete, was· the letter. Obviously that particular issue ·.•f 
CHECKPOINT is another of those 'Zines We Are Not Meant To Re 
ceive'. Mind you, I must admit that it is only conceit that 
makes me want that particular issue of CHECKPOINT, the one 
with the poll results. I'd like to have on hand the infor 
mation.that HELL was umpteenth-best British fanzine that Skel 
was voted joint ninety-seventh--best british fanartist (tied 
with the Chelsea football team). All is vanity. 

MIKE MEARA 61 Borrowash H.oad; Spondon; Derby. 

Hmmmm, 
heard of it 
except ••••• 

This Skelton/t!Ieara 'l'heory of Walls ••••• first I've 
I must say, though it all seems quite reasonable, 

how would you defina 
the Great Wall of China? 
If you told its designa 
its significance was mina 
you'd likely get a shina 
or a boot up the vagina. 

I found GrRham Poole's account of his experiences with 
local SF groups interesting, partly because I've occasionally 
toyed with the idea of having a go myself. Pat and I between 
us know quite a few local people who read SF, or are even avid 
collectors, but precious few of them have shown much interest 
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in cons, fanzines or regular discussion meetings. Trouble is, 
people who have no flair for organising things, like me, would 
likely end up with a ghastly ii'I-type thing, just right for 
turning people off the whole idea, permanently. My own fav 
ourite SF discussion goes something like:- 

(a) Get pissed. 
(b) Select some favourite book, preferably one you last 

read a couple of years ago so you can't remember it 
too well. 

(c) Select and corner a likely victim. 
(d) Expound and enthuse, preferably inaccurately, using 

long words, the meanings of which you're unsure, 
(e) Discover that the victim has already read the book 

in question, usually last week, and either agrees 
100% with everything you say, because he's as drunk 
as you Rre, or else thinks its crap and won't budge 
an inch ••••• because he's as drunk as you are. 

Kevin Hall is a very funny man. Kevin Hall ought to 
write more for more fanzines (Like fuck he should, MeR.ra! 
Stop trying to instil this wanderlust into my contributors, 
uh?). Kevin Hall ought not to hide his not inconsiderable 
light under a bushei any longer. Reveal your talents to the 
world, Kevin!! 

Well ••••• maybe not quite all of them. 

Incidentally, I did quite enjoy his piece about moles. 

Although of course, on Pl~cet, as I'm sure you'll recall, 
even a mere bird could fly through the ground with no trouble 
at all. Moles, of course, will tend to disbelieve this cJnd, 
if pressed, will stroll nonchalantly away, whistline. 'l'hat Is 
what I dislike about moles, the cocky, arrogant little baat arde , 
oh how I hate them!!! 

Another thing moles will do, if pressed, is to make a very 
t2~ty dish called 'Pressed Mole'. A little furry, perhaps, 
but really quite enjoyable. 
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5 FEBRUARY 1975 (SKEL) 
Harking back to p~e seventeen, Pete, I'd just like to 

say that when I find things that are small and brown and shaped 
roughly the same at each end, on the floor of the bog, th~t's 
when I get the kids' eyesight tested ••••• 

••••• and whilst still vague 1 y' on the same subject 
I am moved(!) to wonder if there is in fact anything that the 
Americ;:ms won't have air-conditioned. That question, along 
with a certain obscure puzzlement regarding US plumbing eQuip 
ment, is generated by my first rec1,lly serious consideration of 
the american phrase:- 

"That's when the shit hits the fan." 

GRAY BOAK 2 Cecil Court; Cecil Street; Lytham; Lancs; :F'Y8 ~5NN 

Hey, look! Gray's writing a LoC! I'd better be careful, 
or I might start myself off doing things I really don't want 
to get involved with again, but ••••• it occured to me that if I 
didn't write to you, I might get crossed off your mailing list 
••••• and as you produce the one and only good honest f;:mzine 
available in these glorious isles nowadays (Confirmed at the 
Gannets' New Year party by Hob Jackson, Ian Maule and myself), 
I do not want to be crossed .o f'f your list. More, 1 want moro , 

As for actually commenting, however, •••••••• 

A VERY PECEPTIVE ¢p BLOKE, THAT GRAY BOAK. 
He knows that I want to keep sending him my fanzine, that 

I want to keep in touch with him, if he'll just give me some 
excuse. So he does. Twice now there's been that little note, 
a few lines no more, simply saying that he does too want the 
next issue even though he isn't prepared to do anything for it. 
••••• and because he is one of the peo~le I want to keep in 
touch with, I'm happy. Of course I'd rather have a longer 
letter, full of pith and moment, but if it comes to the choice 
of either dropping him or getting just that little request for 
more ••••• gee, but I must be a· sucker! 
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There ;:ire other poeple with whom I would also prefer to 
maintain contact. Hob Jackson and Ian Maule, for instance, 
but they don't give me that much needed excuse. My records 
show, for instance, that in the past seven months I sent llob 
three different fanzines and hCLve received no l'.'es:ponse whatso 
ever. Not a word. Ian received four zines in the correspon 
ding period. He did give me NJ.AYA, but not a word since on 
INFERNOS five and six. 

I aim for a print run of only seventy copies. I deliber 
ately keep it down to this number so that I can't follow the 
same slippery path I trod with HELL. I've got to keep the 
deadwood out of my mailine list. It's too easy; when you've 
got a print-run of 150 copies, to say, "Oh, let's give old 
So-an-so one more try." I can't do that on seventy copies. 
No way: In some ways this is a pity ••••• 

••••• but it is working. I'm getting more than twice the 
response I got with HELL, for less than half the copies. 
However, nearly all this response comes from overseas. With 
this issue, apart from two editorial copies, two courtesy 
copies and a couple of MaD group members, only fifteen copies 
will stay in this country. This is pretty grim. Only fifteen 
people in this country think getting INFERNO is worth the ef 
fort of responding to it. In fact; better make that thirteen 
people, because I've just noticed that I'd included the two 
from the MaD group in again. That is a pretty exclusive club. 
In case you'd like to know who's in the club with you, it's~- 

Harry Bell; Gray Boak; Pat Cha.rnock; Lisa Conesa; Jim 
Goddard; Terry Jeeves; Les Mearae; JITchie Mercer; Les Pardoe; 
Grahmn Poole; Pete Roberts; Dave Rowe; which only mru<es twelve 
but then there a.re three MaD members, not two: Pete Presford; 
Les Dunlops; and Kevin Hall. 

Somehow I don't think I1~'ERNO stands 1!luch chance in this 
year's CHECKPOINT POLL, although with things being so bad on 
the fanpubbing side I don't suppose Pete'll bother running it 
this year, eh Pete? (It din arrive by the way, a couple of days 
after the letter. You sure fooled 'em that time Pete. I'll 
bet they're gnashing their teeth and wondering what they can 
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stop me from getting next.) 

Neatly discounting the passage of the last p24e-and-a-bit 
I would like to point out to Gray (you still here, Gray?) that 
the term " ••• good honest fanzine ••• " is somewhat ambiguous. 
I get the impression that I should read that 'honest to good 
ness fanzine" (Did Rob and Ian confirm that it was 'good' or 
that it was the 'only', or what r}, 

I kind o~ agree with what you say (if not with what you 
mean) even though there are other fanzines beine published in 
this, our green and pleasant land. Too many of them are like 
a series of one-shots-with-the-same-title. If it doesn't come 
out regularly, and at least three ,times each year, it's one-of 
these. A fanzine needs to keep coming out frequently and reg 
ularly in order to establ_ish a personality of its own, seperate 
and distinct from that of its editor/publisher. I find it 
hard to distinguish between a once=a-year look at RITBLA'l'TTTTT 
and a once-a-year exchange of insults (read 1conversatio~') 
with Greg Pickersgill. (Damn, I've mentioned him again!) 

ZIMRI and SCAB are like that. CHECKPOHll' and WARK are 
far too specialised to come into the category of 'honest to 
goodness fanzine', and EGG and SPI have merely signalled their 
intentions of joining in. I understand that, by the time you 
read this, EGG will have had another issue out and will once 
again be a real live fanzine, but as of this writing it could 
just as easily fall into the once-a-year syndrome, like LURK 
(hint-hint). I don't know how frequently CYl'llliH comes out, on 
account of only just getting on Jim's mailing list. Jim's 
only just got onto mine too, but it's still his fault. 

But that still leaves ERG, Gray. ERG is an honest to 
goodness fanzine (even if the magic _does seem to be missing of 
late ••••• probably just can't find its way back through the 
maze of book-reviews). 

The only other british fMzines I can think of that aren't 
defunct are MADCAP and MALl<lJNCTION (and of course FART, but I 
don't rec~on I'll be publishing the second issue of that for a 
couple of years yet) ••••• and ~1HE WRINKLED SHREW. Y'know, I 
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hadn't realised there were that many british zines still on the 
go (and LES SPINGE to ••••• musn't forget LS). It's funny that 
out of them all there should only be two regular, quarterly 
honest to goodness fanzines. There is no lack of british zines 
only regular and frequent british zines. I think this under-· 
lines the importance of frequent publication ••••• and belatedly 
brings self-justification for the policy I adopted four years 
ago - to publish quarterly come what may. Birt enough of this 
'pissing in my own pocket', 'tis unseemly in the extreme. 

O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O•O•O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O 
·O•O•O•O•O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O•O·O•O•O·O·O·O·O•O·O•O•O•O• O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O·O•O•O·O·O•O•O•O 

"Hey Skel, how do you explain this remark of yours, 
that ;you suffer from hereditary diarrhoea?11 

"Runs in the family." 

O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O •O•O•O•O•O·O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O• O•O•O•O•O•O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O·O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O 

••••• and a last minute entry application for the INFERNO 7 
club •••••• 

KEN BULMER 19 Orchard Way, Horsmonden, Tonbridge, TN1 ~. 8LA. 

I trust that I am writing to the right bloke, with the 
right name and address, to thank this semi-anonymous person for 
the welcome copy of INFERNO 6. I must say I think this new at 
tempt at faanishness is much to be encouraged, as I've said 
beforei but to omit the name and address of the editor or to 
hide it away in a LoC, &r to give the impression that the Skel 
rather than the other Hobinson feller is doing it, is mnre 
than cenfusing, it is carrying ingroupishness to Lud.Lo.r-vus 
lengths and should be choppped off. Tell Casto wave whatever 
it was in the right direction next time • 

Incidentally, the remarks about kids, and what thE;,r do to 
you is just about it; you are to be conganulated on that piece 
alone, if nothing else existed. But, other things do exist in 
this compendium of unreadable wordage. I sa:y 'unreadable' be- 
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cause red ink is foul at the best of times ;:md on green or gold 
paper it is downright camouflaged, at least to my old eyes. I 
recall the old underground papers of a few yea.rs ago were prin 
ted in awful colours with illos twining in the text, all done 
so that old folk with bad eyes couldn't read what the upcoming 
generation were doing. S'fact. 

This bit about Hadrian's wall is interesting. Yes, we 
toddled along there after Newcastle. I am collaborating in a 
new series upcoming, about Gln.diators, which is a quality 
series and not the cheap stuff that may also be seen floating 
about, so the trip around the Wall and environs was work QS 

well as pleasure. It is an interesting theory about the wall 
being built to keep the hairie's of the legions in - or the 
auxilia, I'd think. If an opportunity offers, and I promise 
nothing, I will make an attempt to incorporate this theory, 
with all due respect to the names of those involved (although 
I've heard whispers of the story before, in the army, for 
instance) in the book of the series I do first. So don't ex 
pect to find a Centurion Skeltonus - rather some miserable 
Pict with one-eye c al.Led Skelblade ••••• or something. 

I'm not writing 3IlY SF just at the moment. 'New Writings' 
is going gTeat guns with a lot of good stories a.round f'r-om 
new people - in fact the issue I'm now putting together I im 
agine will scandalise some p2..rts of fandom. I look forward 
with some enjoyment to the comments to follow. 

10 FEBRUARY 1975 (SKEL) 
Until you mentioned it I hadn't realised that I h2~n1t 

put our address anywhere in the colophon of number six, or 
even stated for definite thRt it was· Caa and I who published 
it. I tend to forget that some new people get each issue. I 
sort of think that if you don't know wh,o's sending you INFERNO 
by now, you never will, but if this is your first INFERNO, it 
don't apply, do it? Just a minute though Ken ••••• my mailing 
records show that this wasn't your first INFB.;RNO, and number 
five stated quite definitely from whence it came. How dare 
you insinuate that INFERNO 5 was something less than memorable'? 
Shame on you, Ken! 
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I don't claim that the idea about Hadrian's Wall is or 
iginal, only that it is not knowingly filched. It may be that 
I too have heard it somewhere before and that the fact became 
lodged somewhere in the recesses of my brain, without know 
ledge of its source. It's possible ••••• my brain has lots of 
recesses ••••• in fact my mind is one big recess. 

I cannot however accept your criticisms of my reproductive 
system. After all, a men is only as big as his mimeo. Egged 
on by the fact that my red drum is short of ink and also by the 
fact that I only have this grotty white.paper at the moment, I 
have been trying a bold new experiment ••••• black print on white 
paper. It'll never catch on. It lacks character. I only 
wish I could record this fact for posterity, permanently, in 
red and blue. 

The only Ken Bulmer books I've bought are the SF ones. 
The 'Fox' books, as by 'Adam Hardy' are not my scene. They are 
the wrong period for Cas too. She tends to cleave closely 
to the Third Dick and such (although she is showing innordinate 
interest of late in Victoria and Edward the thingy). My 
period is rather earlier. The only historical novels that have 
ever grabbed me were the Marie Renault books (Mary Renault? - 
however she spells it she is definitely rear engined) '~he Bull 
from the Sea' and I think it's called 'The Last of the Wine'. 
(It's quite a long time ago - I had this 'period' when I read 
about two dozen novels dealing with Classical Greece, and 
since then the only novels of hystorical interest I've been 
able to finish were some by L. Sprague de Camp). S'funny 
really. Cas reads the historical novels, but when John Brunner 
got. t;:i,lking to her about that same subject it was the Mary 
Renaul-t- books he mentioned, which she haen-' t read. 

Sometimes there just isn't anything- down for Cas. 

Afore I go Ken, let me make a startling admission. I have 
read my digit copy of 'Earth's Long Shadow' four times. If my 
SF library were restricted to just one hundred books it would 
be one of them. I accept the fact that it isn It a particularly 
well-written novel, but the theme/story tugs at my soul-strings, 
letting me get far more from it than you ever put in. Th31lks!! 
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18 FEBRUARY 1974 (SKEhl 
''My little parakeet keeps a callin' his name ••••• '' 

• • • • • which has nothing whatsoever to do with anything •••• 
whatsoever, but it just came in over my headphones at gale 
force five and seemed too incredible to consign instantly to 
oblivion. That could have something to do with the fact that 
I'm sitting here drinking this tremendous steak ••••• nope, it's 
white wine - 'Martini', which is of course a wine blended with 
herbs (ie vermouth, no?). Seems they use the same herbs that 
Cas uses when she's cooking that red meaty stuff·we manage to 
afford once every other year. 

Nothing much has been happening here of late. Nope, that 
is a lie ••••• an incredible amount of occurences have occured, 
it's just that they've all been as incredibley tedious as they 
normally are.· Well for a kick-off there was the skelorgy which 
was supposed to take place back at this ad.dress ( see colophon 
on page three, Ken) after a small,. select group of us had re~ 
turned from a meal at The Little Village ('Only genuine Can 
tonese cooking this side of Canton' or somesuch ••••• ((Ghod!!! 
Skel, not brackets within brackets! They'll never follow your 
devious mind through such a maze.)) ((Piss off back to Geis, 
Alter!)) (((What I was going to say ((((eh, eh)))) was that 
the only trouble with 'Gale-force 5' record volume is that one 
takes so much longer to type a stencil, on account of wasting 
50% of the time typing on long after the little pinger has 
pinged out the fact that you've had it, line-wise. ((((Bet 
you've forgotten where you're up to with the brackets, uHGhgg 
•••• (((( Get stuft))))) (((((((((((Wow, like freaky, maan ••••• 
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) • • • • ) ) • ) ) ) • ) ) ••••• according to all the notices 
they had plastered on the (.(can ya dig it'?)) walls and other 
such vertically placed planes.). 

The meal went down OK, but hardly anybody turned up to 
orge. That alone will give you some idea of how incredibly 
boring skelparties usually are. If you ever get invited to a 
skeldo ••••• do yourself a favour and stay away. Just send the 
bottle. Whisky will do. Any sort of whisky. I am not prous • 
(True! My un-prousness has never been called into question.) 
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No~, come to that, has my pride. I am no ·prouder than the next 
vain pillock. I'll drink any whisky you set before me, except 

A HEALTH WARN ING DONATED FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD 

that bottled grun ty-juice currently being offered far sale 
as 'Passport'. To my mind 'Long John' cannot be said to be 
even a decent blended whisky, but at least it does have some 
aura of whiskyness about it and as such it is infinitely sup 
eripr to 'Passport'. Don't just take my word for it. In the 
opinion of myself, my brother John, Kevin Hall and Wdke Meara· 
'Passport' whiskey is not even fit for removing excess pubic 
hair ••••• from a camel. 

Pause while Skel takes in 'You're no good' and 'It doesn't 
matter anymore (keep using the ointment)' from the Linda 
Ronstadt LP 'Heart Like A Wheel'. 

Anyway, don't get conned into buying 'Passport'. The name 
is short for 'Pass(This}p(iss up in favour of a pint)o(r) 
r(ancid)t(urps)' This is not a 'sipping' whisky • 

Having pissed on 'Passport' (and thus improved its flav 
our) let me even things out by giving praise where praise is 
due. Most definitely due. For just three quid one can buy, 
:3.Ud I've no idea how they do it, a seventy-five proof 'fifteen 
year old self malt Irish Whiskey' • .And it is magnificent. It 
also is most peculiar. When I first saw it I thought it was 
in a brownbottle. It wasn't, it's just that it's as dark as 
rum. It doesn't taste like rum, but then it doesn't taste at 
all like Scotch either, not at all. In fact, I'd say it was 
more like rum than scotch. t~ilst it isn't like rum, there is 
on element in rum that is also present in this whiskey. It is 
so good that I'm tempted to send you a sample Mike1 but not 
quite tempted enough (Toronto would take too much postage). 

Whilst on the s~bject of whisky I would like to ask Frank 
Denton (Hi Frank) why, if you drink your scotch with (ecchh!} 
ice, why waste your money on Chivas Regal. Surely your numbed 
tastebuds could be fooled by something less expensive? Or 
don't you believe in fooling numbed tastebuds? I am speaking 
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as one who ~eligously warms the glqss before pouring himself a 
whiskey so as to bring out the full flavour and bouquet ond 
like that. Mind you, my only chance of tasting Chivas Regal 
is if I come across it in a pub. I can't see myself ever 
buying a bottle. It is after all dearer than mcmy older and 
probably finer self-malts. Gee, after reading BY OWL LIGFr, 
BRENDON COMMON (can I still have a copy please?) and ASIDITNG, 
it's nice to find something that I consider a flaw. Ice? 
Yeuch!!! Nobody who drinks his scotch on the rocks can be 
all good. 

Gee! The radio has just informed Cas, who has just in 
formed me, that Linda Ronstadt is cur-rent Iy top of both the 
US singles and LP charts. This chuffs me up no end. Not that 
it improves the music ('You're No Good' and- 'Heart Like A 
Wheel', incidentally) but it does mean that she is likely to 
make more LPs than if she bombed out every time. 

TV I1.'I1ERVIEWER CARVES UP TWO SF AUTHORS- ROBl!~lfl1 iiOBINSON SOUGHT 

Now before I start let me point out that David Frost is 
t~Robert Robinson like a balloon is to the Graf Zepelin. 
Evenso, I wouldn't have expected Brian Aldiss and Harry 
Harrison to~ther to put up such a feeble showing on 'The Book 
Progr-am ' which was screened on BBC2 tonight. Bloody abysma'l l . 
It isn't even as if Robert Robinson was hostile in the inter 
view. Throughout he stuck to a totally unbiased approach by 
asking Aldiss and Harrison to tell him 1'vfuy SF?' Harry did 
alright by himself, or would have done if Brian, who got in 
first, hadn't dug a deep pit for him to speak from • 

Robert Robinson started the ball rolling by underlining 
both his own and the popular impression, that SF is more con 
cerned with machines and technology than it is with people. 
Now Harry Harrison did partially refute this by pointing out 
that SF is a literature of change, but in trying to avoid the 
mines Aldiss had lain for him he f~iled to point out that, be 
ing a literature of change it seemed to concerrt r at e more on 
mans technological environment because Man himself changes so 
little that the medium has to magnify that change by the ilass 
of 'society' which is increasingly technologically oriented. 
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But like I said, Brirui Aldiss had eotten in first and had 
virtually pleaded guilty as charged. Every word he spoke 
could have been taken from a hypothetical speech entitled "In 
Defence Of 1930's SF". The trouble is that Brinn writes such 
wierdo stuff these days that he feels a need to equate with 
all the old crud in order to ' ancho.r ' himself in t.he SJ!' fielJ, 
if one can be said to anchor oneself in a field, that is. 
(Heave-ho me Hearties, cow-pat on the at arboard bow!) 

They both failed to point out that when you invent a new 
tool you get a load of crude work initially, but later one 
finds material that is more refined than both the earlier mat 
erial using the new tool and than the even earlier, sophis 
ticated stuff, perfected with fewer tools. Modern SF seems to 
concentrate almost entirely on people rather than the technol 
ogy that surrounds them (except perhaps ANALOG) that they only 
had to point out that anything new tends to acquire a maaai ve 
' or-aze ' following in its initiA1 stages • After thai; it will 
be used in its proper perspective. 

Here's hopin~ that Brian Aldiss sticks to trying to seduce 
young femme-faneds at Seacon and lets Harry Harrison alone to 
get on with the 'Guest Of Honour' bit. 

DRUNKEN FANli~ DROPS CODS - A SKELClIBEP IS HELPING 'l'HE POLIC:I!; 
WITH THEIR ENQUIRIES •••••••••• ALSO 11HEIR LAT.Th'DH.Y. 

Yup, back there some cretinous snitgobber failed to iden 
tify the 'magnificent' whiskey he was a speakins- of. It was 
of course 'Yates'' or 'Addison's' (It depends on which labels 
they have handy when they bottle the stuff. Come to t:1ink of 
it, al though I've bought bouth .Addison's and Yates' versions 
of the equ Lva'Ierrt scotch, I've only ever seen the Yates' label 
for the irish whiskey). 

THINKS ••••• WHAT WOULD HAPPEN Il<' I SENT HO:BE'RT ROBINSON A COPY'? 

We can but find out. Enc.ident.al Ly, if you were asking a, 
non-fan to read a new SF book for such a program, would you 
select "FLow My Tears, 'I'he Po.Lf.ceman Said."? If not, which 
novel would you have picked? 
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I wouldn't have picked a ])ick (sounds like some partic 
ularly obnoxious habit). I have my 'Dick' periods. I read a 
novel of his, like it, read another, like it, read another, 
ad cretinum ••••• until I get fed up to the teeth with him. No 
power on Earth will then get me to read another of.his novels 
until I feel like a 'Dick' again. I am currently about half 
way through a four year period of Dickphobia. 

22 FEBRUARY 1975 (SKEL) 

I don't feel like typing Cas's bit yet ••••• 

I thought I'd better leave that out there all on its own 
to let you get over your state of total throngement and any 
other state that statement brought about. Yup, after n yea:r:s 
of chivying my dear~ sweet wife, that paragon of all things 
bright and beautiful, who is Inc.i.dent a.l '.y standing r-e ad.ing this 
over my shoulder as I type, has deigned to do her thing. She 
did her thing. I burntit and buried the ashes at the bottom 
of the garden. She has done another though and such persis 
tence, coupled with that look of bewildered-hurt-puzzlement, 
well what else could I do? I promise to 5ive you fair warning 
before I stencil it though, so· that you can go and roll a joint 
or something. 

The Daily Express is running a competition the prizes for 
which are 1,000 Slade IJJs. ·Y--S"'i0IFU-l(}}¾-D*E--r--R7, 

NE VER CHANGE A WINNING 1/./:::/ii TEAM 
INFERNO seems to -0e doing pretty well as far as reaction 

is concerned,,but the trouble with doing a zine like this is 
that one tends to forget exactly what one has put into it. 
The balance goes all to hell. This zin~ is supposed to be 
split in roughly equal thirds between 'l'he Ed i torial Personal 
ities, the letters we get, and the zines we get. Nothing hard 
and fast, and subject to flux and so on, but something like 
that. In this and the last two issues though I've noticed a 
definite trend away from reaction to the zines we recieve. 
This is not a Ghood Thing. Partly for the selfish reason that 
I prefer getting trades to LoCs. I must hasten to add here 
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that this must not be taken the wrong way (musn't hurt the 
feelings of my Locers ••••• sensitive buggers might stop writing) 
but merely means that ideally, if I was getting seventy respon 
ses per issue I'd like trades to predominate roughly two to 
one. 

I also want other faneds to feel somehow 'involved' in 
INFERNO on the assumption that this will make them more recep 
tive to it. If they do, they will like it more 8.Ild will voice 
abroad their love for all things skellish and I will get lots 
of. trades and be famous and be interviewed in SJ:,1 morrth'Lyand and 
and and and •••• , 

••••• so I want to get the fanzine element back in here 
without being too cut-and-dried about it. I have ~ecided that 
the best way to do this is to carry on as before but to keep 
giving myself little reminders about the fanzines-side of 
things. I will do this by knicking an element from IT (;,~)\JES 
IN THE MAIL. I will simply list all -t~1e fanzines I recie'.re on 
the date I recieve them. A simple statement of receipt, nc 
more. So, even if I do not go on to react to them elsewhere, 
you guys will still know I've received your zine. 

This system didn't ought to get in the way of anybody ele~ 
though, because I just don't get that many zines. Only nine so 
far this month. In fact, I'll clear up that backlog and put 
the new order into operation as of the first of February. The 
zines I've received hetween then and now being:- 

11 /2/ 75 
12 /2/ 75 
18 /2/ 75 
20 /2/ 75 
25 /2/ 75 

- ASHWING 15; GUYING GYRE 1; FAN AWA.RDS FLYBR~ 

- MAD MUSES 3; FANZINE l<1ANATIQUE vol 2 no. 11 ~ 

- IT COMES IN THE MAIL 13: 

- GODLESS 9: 
- KARASS 10 ; ZYlvruRWORM 21 H: 

I will always list the date I actually got the zine be 
cause I know some faneds like to know how long their zines take 
to get from A to B. I was narked to find out that HFj1L 10 took 
exactly six months to get to Harry Warner Jnr •. I know 'surface 
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mail' is supposed to be slow, but that is ridiculous. Still, 
it's nice to know why Harry didn't Lod my zine. I was begin 
ning to think my mimeo didn't use Lifebuoy, or something. 

YES, LYNDA LOVES ME ••••• 

Well, I thought she did. It all started when I got this 
begging letter from douglas barbour (Hi doug, I'm talking about 
you) saying he'd seen these tremendous reviews of INFERNOS 5 
and 6 in KlillASS 10 and could he have copies? Gee, I thought, 
Lynda must like me. 

Now I get my copy of KlffiASS 10 and I find that it isn't 
Lynda who likes me, it's Bruce D. Arthurs. Somehow it's not 
the same. There is an indefinable something to having nice 
things said about one by a female. Still, I can console my 
self that You are a faned of impeccable taste Bruce. One thing 
though ••••• and it's my fault. INli'Ell.NO is basically avai I able 
for all letters, published or otherwise" I only said 'pub 
lished' letters so as to leave my opti2ns open, in case some 
one sends me a Gray Boak type of letter, and isn't someone I 
particularly want to keep in touch with. 

Having a zine available for 'published LoCs' is about on 
a par with 'selected trades'. There's a 'superior' attitude I 
attach to them both and which I find off-putting in the extreme. 
I will not send my fanzine off on spec for some far off faned 
to sit in judgement upon. I know I do this every time I send 
a copy out to someone new but it's different. I send it out 
on the assumption that they will trade, not that they mi6ht 
trade if I'm not found wanting. 

I'm probably not getting this across. Bven I can s~e the 
distinction is very fine, but it's one I'm hung up on. I sup 
pose that deep down I must feel pretty inadequate. 

By the way Bruce, I'm glad to see you like Monty Python. 
I've got you mentally pigeon-holed as one of the Good Guys9 

and how can anyone be a 'Good Guy' and not like NIP? See the 
trauma you saved me? Now if you have a cassette recorder 2...nd 
wanted some N[P recording merely for the cost of the blank 
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26 FEBRUA.li.Y 197 5 ( SKEL) 

GANNETSCR.I\PBOOK 2 - Harry and Irene Bell. 9 Lincoln Street, 
Low }'ell, Gateshead; 11!:8 4EE. 

Aha ••••• an excuse to send INFERNO to Hob 
Jackson, thunk I in all my innocence. No such liuck (Typer ••• 
you have been on the booze again!). No such luck either. I 
suppose that when you come back from the d8ad after this length 
of time you can be excused for for5etting who your editor is. 
Go home to Rob, little zine. Send it home Harry ••••• you can't 
want to keep it. Odd this. I remember getting number one all 
that time ;:igo and enjoying it. My reaction to number two is 
very akin to Terry's reaction to GAN~"ETSCRAPBOOK 1. It's the 
format I think. There are even a couple of real gems in this 
issue (Ian's and Gray's) although they were really too in 
groupish. Gannet publications have always been somewhat over 
obsessed with Gannet. 

It was a bit of a laueh reading all that stuff about the 
MaD group feuding with Gray Boak and f'and om in general. All 
it really amounted to was Gray over-reacting to some fugg 
headed remarks by Pete Colley and Pete Presford rushing to the 
defence of his little friend. Maybe and maybe not compounded 
by me being a little touchy and overly sensitive to some re 
marks Gray addressed to me. The whole thing got b l own up out 
of all proportion. 

I am just a teensy-weensy bit annoyed about the shit 
heaped on the 'Mad Group zines'. Eapec i a.l Ly when people then 
go on to talk exclusively about MADCAP and MALFUNCTION. I 
won't get involvea ~n any argument· over the relative merits of 
those zines but even if you don't like 'em one can't use that 
fact as a basis .for a 'Man Zines Are Crap' s t and , Lisa was a 
founder·member of the MaD Group and even if she now considers 
MaD meetings beneath her she is still considered to be a mem 
ber of the group and ZIMRI is ipso facto a MaD Group z Lne , 

Why don't you come to MaD-meets any more Lisa? Is it 'cos 
we don't talk SF? Well, hardly. If so why not try the SaD 
Group meeting? If you're interested give me .a ring for details 
(456 4766). It's all happening here, folks. 
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26 FEBRUARY 1975 (CAS) 

Now then, pour yourselves a stiff drink to get over the 
shock. It is me, yer actual Cas.· Some of our newer readers 
wont t know me so to them I say "Hi there." As for you other 
lot, you can go and (now refrain from what you were going to 
say Cas, you know we need our friends out there)..... Many 
thanks for all the letters and zines we've recieved. It's 
marvellous to know that you enjoy INFERNO. Mind you, now that 
I'm back we'll soon put a stop to that. Now I suppose you'll 
all be wanting to know what I've been doing for the past Ghod 
knows-how-many months. Believe me, you do. OK, if you insist. 
(You do insist - Ve haff vays ov makink you insist!) 

I've finally gotten rid of a yery troublesome wisdom tooth. 
The damn thing was impacted so I had to spend three days in 
hospital while they chiselled it out, leaving Paul with the 
relatively simple task of loo~ing after the kids for a mere 
three days. He was going to chronicle this period in Il-IliWNO 
under the title u ••••• Now After I'd Sieved The Gravy ••••• " but 
*shame* prevented such a revelation. lmyway, the operation 
was successful, but the patient was left with a nasty reaction 
to some drug which left all.the muscles in the top half of her 
body stiff. Honestly though, I was in agony. Just breathing 
almost made me cry (altogether now, a big 'AWWWW' for Cas). 

Does anybody know why a book called "The First Yea.r Of 
Marriage" was on the shelf labelled 'Occult Sciences I in our 
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local library??? 

With a bit of luck and Kevin Hall's VRn you should see us 
lurking (we always lurk, it's SOOOO FAAAANISH) at Coventry. 
We have to be there on the Sunday for the bidding. You~ 
going· to vote for Manchester aren't you, you de ar sweet char 
ming people? How will you recognise me? If you should happen 
to see this eorgeous, slim, sexy-looking female ••••• kick her 
teeth in for me. I hate women who make me feel inadequate. 
Ta ever so. Hang on-=-:-:-~ .That Nunch (Bethany) is trying to 
strangle herself with the wire leading to the typer. "There 
we are darling, now go and have a little ride in the tumble 
dryer, there Is a good girl." 

HAPPY .AfJNI VERSARY CAS 

Earlier this month was one of my wedding ann i vers::--.,.:.n'Les. 
I' ve been married, on and off, for n.1::::. 0 yL ar s , 'J. ··,1..1. we::.. ·,'.'1 

explanation? Of course you do. Nine y,::.r,.c:::i ago ( on -:-,·ns ·1 -;Hh. 
of February) I married my first husband. After five yesrs he 
decided to leave me because he'd fallen in love with another 
woman, so off he went leaving me with two children ••••• a very 
unmarriageable state. So, there I was, looking for a mug. A 
couple of months later I met p~¢ and fell madly in love with 
Paul. Poor sod never stood a chance. I Id made my mind up 
that I was gonna get him. He didn't want anything to do with 
me and especially nothing to do with two neurotic kids (victims 
of a broken home and all that) ••••• so he moved in and we lived 
together for a year. After this length of time we decided to 
get married. Well, we loved each other, were great friends, 
the kids and Paul got on very well and we were extremely happy, 
so- why not '? 

The past 3-! years since I met Paul have been the happiest 
of rrry life. I'm not saying it's all been sunshine and corn 
flakes. We do have our differences but the arguments are in 
variably over something extremely trivial. Paul says we must 
be well suited if we have to go out of our way to find such 
innane things to argue over. I just hope I've made Paul as 
hg,ppy as he's made me and I'd like to thank him for loving me. 
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27 PEBRUAR.Y 1975 (SKEL) 

-i<.Y*E*U*KKK* Nauseating, isn't it? I can't even edit it 
out because she is co-editor. I knew that was a mistake. She 
is right about the innane nature of our arguments though. Only 
today we were arguing fiercely 8.S to whether or not we were 
going to go to the USA by boat ••••• or plane. We a.lrn-is t came to 
blows. All this despite the fact that v1e I re as ~-lk<,.•-Y to go to 
the moon as the USA, with the state of our finances, I was in 
a bitter mood because my feet taste awful, and they've been in 
my mouth ever since I received:- 

MAYA 7 - Rob Jackson; 21 Lyndhurst Road; Benton; Newcastle 
upbn-Tyne, N1<~12 9NT. 

Yes Rob, you are now entitled to say "BIG DF~AL1 ,': ! ! 11 

---· --*--------· 
28 FEJ3RijARY 1975 (SKEL) 

ERG 50 .,. Terry Jeeves; 230 Bannerdale Road; She ff Le i d ; s•i 1 9li1E. 

Alan Burns' musings on sociology are a weloome breath 
of fresh air on the subject. His radically different approach 
is good because of the alternative it provides. A totally new 
outlook, whether viable or not, does at least enable us to call 
into queat Lon certain 'self-evident' truths about ~he basic 
approach. 

There are a couple of points about the application of this 
new regime. If the sociologists 'on site', the correspondents, 
are to be supported by local taxes then we are going to come up 
against the problem that the areas most in need of the service 
will be those least able to pay for it in an adequate fashion. 
Obviously therefore the areas least in need of a pan-human 
Oxf am will be those who subsidise the ones who do. Rampant 
Socialism. Now charity becomes compulsory. lu1other area in 
which the individual's right to decide something for himself 
is abrogated. 

I admire your staying power Terry. I wonder if INJ<'ERNO 
will ever make sixteen years. I doubt it. I reckon I'll get 
fed up long before then. My current aim is to get past the ten 
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issues Brian and I managed with HELL. Gee, I was only eleven 
when you started ERG, Terry. 

Cas has just finished doing her exercises and is crawling 
around on the floor. She does this from time to time. She 
squeezes six weeks' exercises into one night and then squeezes 
six weeks moaning and groaning into the following fortnight. 

2 MARCH 1915 (SKEL) 

NO 16 - Huth Berman, 5620 Edgewater Boulevard; Minneapolis; 
Minnesota 55417; USA. 

During the past year Ruth, since I moved, I have sent 
you four fanzines ••••• each with my new address therein. Du 
ring this time you have sent me two copies of NO, both to my 
'N"Jile End Lane' address. lJ.'his proves thA,t you di.fin' t read the 
three zines I sent you whilst I w2 .. s living at '!'f'::-J(:J.::01:Ju:'.'Y 
Towers' either, during which time you 2e;1+; Li. ve iss,;,:;s 0f NO 
to my 'Mile End Lane' address. I don't know why you aren't 
reading my fanzines Ruth, but it is very ego-pop?ing. 

4 MARCH 1975 (SKEL) 

ZIMRI 7 - Lis~ Conesa: 54 Manley Road; Whalley Range; 
Manchester; M16 BHP. 

Two copies of this, posted seperately so as to squan 
der postage. Lisa, spending an extra 11p just so you can say 
nasty things about my writing twice is not fair. 

DOUG BARBOUR 10808-75th Ave; Edmonton; Alberta; T6E 1K2. 

i always thought that young nantucker was going to use 
his ear, which is a rude part only if you're a cath~lic semin 
aricJn: God the Father impregnated Mary through the ear, ya 
know, and the latin 'auricula' has had feelthy connotations 
ever since (tho' you know and I know there's nothing dirty 
about it at all; at least i hope you know. i'm pretty sure i 
do). 

i'd been thinking of going into mole theory myself, but i 
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can see the field has been fully explored. maybe wombats? 

ARCHIE MERCER 21 Trenethick Parc; Helstoni Cornwallj TR13 8LH 

Obviously the Mole Theory is being thoroughly misapplied. 
If only they'd just make a simple experiment it might sink in 
to their pointed little heads ( the Department 1 s , not the 
moles 1) that moles are professional earth-movers, G:'c ve a mole 
a run of 1½" of soil over reinforced concrete 9 it wou.Idn ' t 
take him ( or her, if a femole) long to reorganise th:.ngs some 
what so that 50% of the run was bare reinforced concrete, and 
the remaining 50% had a 3" cover of soil. And if three inches 
of soil wasn't viable, the mole would continue until it had 
achieved viability. Now a really practical Dept. of Applied 
Mole Theory would arrange to have them move mountains for us. 

On page five you appear to tell a lie, or at any rate, to 
perpetrate an error. Shame on you. 

6 MARCH 1975 (SKEL) 

NOTES FROM THE CHEMISTRY DEPT. 8 
NOTES FROM THE CHEMISTRY DEPT. 9 - Denis Quane; :::vx: CC 9 East 

Texas Sta,; 2.-,;rn:1(-:,:rce; 
Texas 75428; USA. 

ETERNITY ROAD 1 - Larry Carmody: Eternity Road9 40 Shortride 
Drive; Mineola; N.Y. 11501; USA. 

KARASS 11 - Linda E. Bushy3-8'er: 1614 Evans Ave.; Prospect Park; 
PA 19076; USA. 

Actually Archie, I did both. I told a lie and 
perpetrated an error. INFERNOs are not usually that (thls?) 
big. How was I to know, when I typed page five, that there 
would actually be a page forty-eight? The idea was to get 
everyone to flip from page five on through and then to curse 
and cry some. · 

Nice letter here from Tom Roberts explaining that he is 
going to be awfully tied up on his book until late summer. 
Doesn't want me to waste my zines and postage when he won't 0e 
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in a position to respond until, say. INFERNO 9. This consid 
eration I like. Tell you what I'll do Tom. Postage to the US 
is not really an item to be considered (it is after all less 
expensive to mail something to you than it is to send it to 
the guy down the road) as long as it goes 1surfac2 mail'. I 
will 'carry' you until your book is wr.i t, J thi;:~< ,. ,, you as 
part of the 'club' and believe me we need membor-s --: :,-, badly to 
let you slink off now. Just mail me empty c::veJ.0:p:.0 7ri.th the 
'University Of Connecticut' letterhead prini:er1. ,-,n +t .. ;11" My 
postman must not be allowed to know that I!m n~t HeiRt of the 
Dept. of Toenail Picking (Correspondence Division) there. He 
might never believe anything I tell him ever again. 

ERIC MAYER RD1 Box 147i Falls; PA 186i_~;_USA. 

Ever notice how screwed up the mrJr:0,; 1.~:5.es of the anti 
pornography folks are'? Just down t.ho road f'r om here someone 
opened an "adult" h0ok storG (an ironfo euphemism aotu811y). 
A few of the mor-e ' :,.:~\l' comm.unity me;rJie::·s di.dn It Li.ke it. 
Someone painted swastikas on the store wa.i.,« w:, -i,h tar. Fin 
ally, the place burned down under myat er-Lous -_; "~ciurestances. 
Now there's real morality for you. 

I've never figured out what sex has to cl 1 -:J:ch morality 
anyhow. Et ' s a natural function, like br-e a+h+ng , or eating. 
Why morality r3b•:uld have become attached to it I can't say - 
unless it's bco ause it's enjoyable. Gluttony, after all, is a 
sin too. Evio.ently the more fun something is, the more sinful 
it is too (well, that's not very original, is it?). But con 
sider this ••••• isn't the puritanical avoidance of sex actually 
a kind of sexual masochism? Therefore, by your definition, 
the anti-pornography groups are the real porno freaks • .Anyway, 
to close this brilliant philosophical dissertation I can only 
say that, in my opini0n, morality should be concerned with 
human pain, suffering and death - period. 

AC-TU-ALLY ••••• 

••••• Gluttony is not an analog of sex in this respect. 
The analog of sex is plain simple wining and dining ••••• indul 
gence. Gluttony is over-indulgence and equates with being a 
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sex maniac. It's all tied in with the Protestant Work Ethic. 
"It is good to f'Log ones guts out, it enobles the soul. It 
can't ennoble the soul if it's nice therefore nice things are 
not good for the soul. Sex is nice. Sex is not good for the 
soul. The good of the soul is 'more important than the good of 
the body. Putting the good of the body before the good of the 
soul is "'!!2.Tl.~, Sex is good for the body. 'l'here fore sex is 
wrong. WR..QkJ.Q! ! ! .... , but it's too nice .E.£1 to do, so one does 
it but feels a certain sense of shame .• 

ren't you glad you live in enlightened times like these, 
where only 75~G of the people still feel like +hat ? 

There aren't many of us in this little fanzine but I am 
kinda wondering if even this many of us could come up with a 
view of 'morality' with which we would all wish to associate 
ourselves. 1hat might be an interestin~ experiment ••••• not 
now thou6h because I think there are a couple of other letters 
which may have a bearing on the subject. 

8 WiARCf!.. 1975 (SKEL) 
On page twenty-fleven I said, '~ ••••• I only have this grotty 

white paper at the moment ••••• 11• 'l'hat was a month ago. Now 
when I come to run it off I naturally use a bit of green paper 
I've since turned up. I really must get back to running these 
pages off as I type the stencils. Be that as it may, I am 
thinking of forming ••••• 

A CLUB WITHIN-A-CLUJ3 

••••• in order to finn out just h0w many of us dum-dums 
there really are. 'Us diurr-du..~81 are those of us who suffer 
the secret shame of liki:'16 'Po~k;:i~·ne Of Mars'. Ever since 
Oliver P;mE;h:i.n's Roun<'iheads c8llle 0n the scene and it became 
fashionable i;o be cverly critical of Heinlein we POMophiles 
have been dri YP.n nn~erground. 'I'heri , last yea:r, I got brave. 
I told the world how I felt about Pcddy , , ••• mind you, I did it 
in an apa-zine with a max.i.mum c.i.rcu Lat i on of thirty-five. I'm 
not tt_a,t brave. But ••••• br avexy comes by installments, so I 
can now te11·twice that number, e~ged on by having seen some 
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remarks of Harry Warner's in NO'I'ES FlWM THE CHEMISTRY DEPT. 8. 
Herry was replying to somethin0 else, so presumably there are 
now three of us. Let's get this straight. I don't think it's 
a great book, or cmything like that, but I don't think it des 
erves the oprobium it's been getting. I enjoyed it, more so 
than some of his other books which are supposed to be superior 
(Space Family Stone and Have Space-Suit, Will '11ravel for a 
kick-off). I have recently re-read all three of these books, 
in the reverse order to that in which I first read them (just 
in case that had anything to do with it ••••• it didn't) and I 
still enjoyed 'Poddy' most. Eh, maybe we'll get 'The Snowball 
Effect' and it will turn out that everybody excep~ Panshin, 
Brian Robinson and a couple of reviewers for the pro-mags al 
ways kinda liked 'Paddy' too. Pondy was fun. 

8 MARCH 1975 (CAS) 

I've been on yet another diet, which was going very well 
thank you, until last Tuesday. Last Tuesday I went back on The 
Pill ar:d in one week I've slammed on nine pounds which is not 
fair 'cos I was getting dead slim and now I will get dead fat 
and nobody will love me and I think 1111 go a~d stick my head 
in the &;as oven. Who said "'11ha.t I s a good idea. 11 '? Just for 
that I Im not going to, so there! Enough of -~'lis frivolity, 
let Is get down to some serious wri ti:'.1&,', if that's at all poss 
ible for me. 

Um ••••• w~at can I write about that·s serious? Well, we 
could have a•1-::-l;her go at mus i.c , I can It s?.y any th i.ng about 
John Denvc'r 11io:, Pau l s.,,,_ys th_~ subje~;-t is closed but how ab 
out pluge,-j_ng a few more Amer-Leans who don't get their fair 
share of aiI·--ti'TI,., over )1 J.,.."'. '111:ere · s :;:,inda Rons t ad+, who was 
recently doin0 :-,;:ibndidJ.y in b o t.h the LP ai.r: singles charts 
over- there. Jl'A heard 'Ycu+r-e No Cood ' pl2.ye0. many times on 
our local indPDP.nd.ent r-ad i.o station, but as for Rad Lo One, 
with its nat i ona'I c0i:er:age, I reckon L' ve he ar-d it twice and 
this m0:--ni.ng Noe I Edrnond s played the t.i tJ.e track from the 
1 Hea:ct Like A '.'/hee 1' LP, but that' s been Lr, Paul and I have 
been buying her records for the past four ~rs,'U's and she is 
Q?.~:Q. In fact, Paul reckons she is a rifh ... :; 5.ttle raver. 
What I c an ' t undez-at and is why everyo:1.e c Lee doe sn ' t like her. 
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I can never understand why, if I like a certain singer, the 
rest of the population doesn't, why they can't see what I see, 
the way I see it. I suppose it's a goo~ thing really. If we 
all liked the same thing life would get pretty boring. Any 
WA.Y, if you haven't heard of Linda flonstadt but gPt a chance, 
do give her a try. The same goes for Kris Kristofferson, tlita 
Coolidge and Mickey Newberry. End of sermon. 

HPJIB.Y F. ZANUCK STRIKES AGAIN 

The last time Les Mearae spent the 
kindly drove us lot to Owens Park where 
many of the Ma:D Group RS could make it. 
get-together was to m'.1ke a film to show 
for the 1976 convention so that you lot 
what you could be letting yourselves in 

weekend with us they 
we were to meet as 
The reason for this 

at the bidding session 
might have some idea 
for. 

We arz-Lved at the designated time of 2-00pm., to find 
Kevin Hall waiting for us. We spent the. next half hour h2nging 
around the bar lounge waiting for the rest of them to turn up. 
'11he rest of· thein, being H;:i.rry Nadler as it turned out, saun- ·• 
tered in complete with cr-unera equipment. As the film also re 
corded sound Pat , Dobor ah , Ni.cho.l.aa, Be thany and I had to keep 
well out of the way wh i.Ls t Kevin did his Al an Whicker bit. 
There was one part of the film where we we:re allowed to par 
ticipate though. Harry wanted to give the audience a good 
idea of the ai.ze of the conference ha1l so we had to wander 
aimlessly around in it. ThE:re I was , standing on the stage 
with Pat awaiting the 'action' sienal when I got this uncon 
trolable UTf/? ( not that sort of urge, you feel thy swines) to 
do eome tb i.ng id.i'.)tic;so I went into my not-very-good Charl 
ston routine. The fi::>'..'s-t tine I realised that Harry was 3.C 

tua.lly fiJ rn.; n~ was when he shouted ''Keep it up Caa s " Have 
you ever felt ."1 right t0vit•? Bang goes my suave, eleg::mt, 
demure, decorou9 im~0e ••• c.again. 

I have tl:::..:.s stca11.r;e f'ee Li ng that the :Beeb have got this 
typer bugged , A couple of INJ?DR.NO,, ago I was going on about 
John Denver not being played and the f'o'l Lcvlng week Noel pick 
ed An.nie's Song as his record cf the wP.ek and it went on to 
become number 1. Now I go on about them not playins Linda 
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Ronstadt ~.nd Lo mil BehcId .Iohnn Le Walker has just chosen her 
sin~le 2..s his record of the week • I wonder where this wire 
Lead s •••••• ????':' 

8 ,_,uiRCH 197 5 ( SKEL) 

Mike br-ough+ his own cine earner-a with him that weekend 
2.Ild I tho~~ht this was the ide~l oportunity for Cas and I 
to m--:ke some extr'1 pin-money by breakinG" into the HARD PORN 
film industry. I knocked up n. quick ecr-i.pt in which Cas had a 
starrine role ••••• and no lines to say either. It couldn't have 
been e as.i.er-, She must have been too shy or somr th Lnj though, 
because she never read past the title and wouldn1 t do the film 
for love or money. So, the script remains unshot, Gathering 
dust and not winnine- me any Oscans , fE'-1.ybe I could sell it? 
How much a,~ I offered for a 5enuine, never before filmed, film 
script entitled 1Deep Nostril'':' Can't tnink why Cas tu_rned 
down this chance at stardom ••••• 

PAULINR PALViE,."'i. 2510 48th.; Bellingh8.m, WA 98225; us-4. 
Paul, your definj_tion of p0rno is interesting, but I 

wouldn't d i squal Lfy cateG"ory 2 ( "everything else") from being 
considered pornogr-aph.tc myself, as I tenr1. to think perhaps 
stylistic treatment ( competent vs. inept, crude vs. artistic) 
is of Impor-t mce as well, not just the behav.i.our depicted. 
You make 'l distinction there yourself when you say, "I think 
that men are stimulated much more effectively by some well 
written porno than by c.ny number of obscene pictures."· But 
whnt about badly-written and/or really crude (ie. obscene) 
porno as opposed to any number of nrtistically handled erotic 
pho t ogr-aphe ? 

Anyway, your remarks reminded me of an advertisement I 
saw recent·ly ••••• a perfect exarnp Le of the component parts of a 
suggestive v.hole not being especially 8U8'csestive when taken 
seperately. It featured the photo of an attractive youne 
couple, only showing them from the shouJ.ders up, but he ob 
viously had on q shirt while she did not (still, you could see 
nothing but her bare shoulders c.nd there a.re any nTu~ber of 
fashions she mi~ht h~ve been wearinj that ~ould leave her 



shoulders bare). So, all in all, it was by no means a porno 
graphic photo, the only possible suggestive thing being her 
implied lack of clothing (of course the imagination is pretty 
important in these things). 'l'he ad, by the way, was to induce 
you to send away for some stereo-hi-fi-electronics _catalo::sue 
or other. Its punch was in the statement attributed to the 
youne man, testimonial fashion (lar.:;e type, bold faced): "I 
GOT I'i1 FREE". The kicker, in smal.L, subdued type, was the 
girl's quiet, "So did I." 

If you were to move to the US you'd find yourselves with.-: 
out an August Bank Holiday Monday and hence without an rumiv 
ersary ••••• sad thought. No, what I meant to say is th~t hav 
ing your ::mniversary on a holiday always is very ingenious. 
Lovely e ve n , the thought of s t ay i.ng' in bed all day ••••• almost 
pornographic (it's the element of the im~ination again). 

No instant cures for arachnid-phobia, Cas, but I did cure 
my own fear of snakes by movin6 from an area rampant with rat 
tlesnakes to where nothing more menacin~ thaninnocent ~arden 
varieties exist. '11his worked wonders for my psychic well 
being right F1Way, although I admit it waa s t i l I several years 

·before I began to feel re~lly comfortable when I could he2.r 
one obviously slithering by in the bushes. However, the last 
time the cat brou(S'ht· one in the house, I pe:.'sonaJ.ly rescued it 
and even provided safe eecort to th8 door, SJ you can see how 
far I've managed +.o progress. ~riends, ~ couple, both of whom 
get totally hysterical at the siGht of a mere moth, once locked 
themselves in the bathroom until someone happened by and ob 
ligingly did in the nasty critter. 

Akin to your lizard collectitB days, Jack tells of how, 
when they were living in Pen8.Ilg, his father once ca"l.light him 
and his brother while they were conductinf_;' a scorpion race. 
Papa John was far from amused. 

11 MARCH 1975 (SKEL) 
WILD FENNEL 9 - Pauline Palmer; Address on Pct6e 45. 

Odd coincidence that! 
.::: 
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Oh, and ••••• 

CYNIC 7 - Gray Boak: Address on page 22. 

Jeeeez!! Hell of a weddine you had there Gr2y. Cas 
l~ughed her tits off. Women c2.n be rotten sometimes. I 
laughed mine off too mind you, but it was harder. 

Mind you, I can t al.k , 'I'he only reason ~ wedd i.ng ran 
smoothly was that we didn't have anybody do anythin6 for us. 
Cars?? You're joking, we walked b~ck from the reGister office, 
ri~ht t.hr-ough the centre of Stockport. l{eception'?·~ \✓e held 
it ourself back at the flat ••••• brin~ a bottle. I kid you 
not. A 'brin6-a-bottle1 wedding reception must be fa.:inish. 
'~ell, it had to be cheap. I already had a ri'oii=wife and two 
kids to support and I was determined that !Fi marria~e wasn't 
Going to cost my parents anythine. I think it cost me forty 
quid including booze. Mind you, when I look at Cas I, must 
F.l.dmit she's nearly worth it. 

12 M.1\,~CH 1975 (SKEL) 

TB.UE RAT 4 and 5 - Leroy Kettle: 74 Eleanor Itoad; London ES. 

Gee look ••••• only up to issue number four and alreRdy I'm 
on your mailinG list Leroy. Can this be fame at last, or did 
you just run off too many copies this t i.me. ('l'rue you only 
get on my mailing list with this issue, but deep in your heart 
you knowthat it's not the same thing, ann that it's all your 
fault 'cos I'm nice reqlly). 

Britfandom is finally takinG me to its heart, but what 
will Leroy make of this issue of S}-'L/1..LL FRIENDLY DOG? Sli'D is 
the fanzine that you lot out there call INF'L'RNO, because y~ 
don It know any better. 

I called this thing I1~i'ERNO in order to maintain some 
sort of continuity from HELL, but it doesn't fit the zine. 
'11he closest I could come in this respect was SIV'iALL FHIENDLY 
DOG. Therefore, the best of both worlds •••.• this zine's cog 
nomen will continue to be spellt I-N-1!7-E-R-N-O, but will hen 
ceforth be pronounced. "SM.J.\.LL Ji'RIENDLY DOG". See"? 
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They can't touch me for it! 

Anyway, 'l'RUE RAT 4/5 was lots a laffs. Possi bley I en 
joyed it more because I Ive not seen any th Lng; really Hat t i.eh 
since HITT:RLA'l"l' 2. Glad to see you've remembered me aeain. 

LET'S FACE IT ••••• 

••••• I'm not goin0· to keep this thine down to fifty P8Ges. 
This is a pity because I don't want this thing- to take too 
long to read. Too much wd it stops bein5 a li~ht, chatty 
f'r Lendaz i ne and becomes q, load of interminable drivel. 

H;ill A GREAT TIME 1AST ii'KD:NESDAY ••••• 

••••• we burned Cas's Grandad. Well, we went to his crem 
ation. Seems odd to say this, but we re~lJy enjoyed ourselves. 
We spent a lot of time with CFt.s's aunt and uncle (only a couple 
of years older than Cas) and Cas's uncle is a ereat character. 
Just like a fan. He used to be a vi car until h6 fell out with 
his Bishop and told him to "e;et stuffed" whereu-pon he went out 
to Kenya and lived on dogmeat for five ye;:rrs whilst they fed 
the dog ( "mar ve Lous'l y friendly an.ima'l , great with the kids •••• 
what breec'i? A Rid,Jeback or Lionkiller, why?") on at eaks , It 
seems they didn't know a damn about ha,n~inc meet there in 
those days wd the dog-meat' was better and m0ro tender thM the 
'best steak'. 

••••• and on our way back throu6h Sheffield we called in 
for the even.irig at the Crumbling Jeeves Mansion. A pleasant, 
low-key evening it was. Then back to the station in plenty of 
time for the 10-19 tr·1in, which was a eood job really because 
it was the 10-05 train jr acbual, fact. 

·we took advantage of the visit to cheat the GPO out of 
the post8G'e on an0ther bunch of fanzines. We also brow,sht 
back, very carefully, an inflated balloon that Terry gave our 
Bethany. It was awkward because it meant we couldn't close 
the ba,e, but we got it home without bursting it. Bethany did 
that herself the following day. Terry also e;ave us a copy of 
James H. Schmitz's 'The Eternal Frontiers', suitably inscribed, 
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to honour the occasion of our first gracing his domicile. Mi.nd 
you, it's the first time we'd been to his house too. Actually 
he donated this particular tome on account of the blurb on the 
dust jacket which mentioned the ••• " •••• sinister Swimmer 
Beth8.Ily •••• " (you've gotta watch these left-handed swf.mmer-s}, 
So, that Nunsh is now stefnicaly famous. You'd think that the 
author would at least read his own dust jackets properly, 
wouldn't you. James, there's absolutely no excuse for you re 
ferring to that character as 'Betheny' throughout the actual 
text of the novel. 

1 2 i\:iAHCH 197 5 
MOTA 9 - Terry Hughes: 866 N. ~k'rederick Street; Arlington; 

'v'irginia 22205; USA. 

18 MARCH 1975 (SKEL) 

SPI 2 Graham Poole: 23 Russet ~oad; Cheltenham; Gloucester~ 
GLS1 7LN. 

There you are you Hat, I told you I'd give you a big 
ger mention than you gave INPEHNO 6! Whilst I'm in here I 
would like to appologise for opening my big yap in one of the 
letters you ran, Graham. OK, so now everyone at Seacon is 
going to wonder just what is available cit Owens Park. Full 
Pension, period. No Bed & Br-e akf as t and no Demi Pens i on , 
Look, the 'Full Board' is less expensive than 'B & B' at 
Seacon. I hadn' t meant for that to be printed Graham ( about 
the 1975 B & B rates). SPI 2 wasn't supposed to be a 52 page 
letterzine, from what you were saying in SPI 1. That was 
just me t:1lkine to you. Not your fault though, just one of 
those things that happen from time to time • 

Whilst I'm on the (well, nearly) subject of Seacon I seem 
to have noticerr a general dissatisfaction with the way Seacon 
is turning out to be nothing whatsoever like the con that was 
bid and approved. I said at the time that we'd been conned 
into buying a pig-in-a-poke and now it looks like the pig is 
poking back. I only said it once though because it might have 
looked too much like a case of 'sour grapes'. It does Ifeel, 
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strengthen the case for two-y8ar bidding. With su;)h a system 
one can always ·exercise the ':Brroh' option of in effect saying, 
"Either put on the con we appr ovsd or we' 11 ge t somebody else 
who can!" 

I would like to know though if it is true th2.t there will 
be no petry soiree at Se aeon because the comrni ttee told Lisa 
that she could only holn one if real poets reading proper 
poetry, and no fms ••••• and Lisa said somethin~ exceedingly 
1,ppropriate. I'm not even sure now who told me this and it 
may have been g-rossly distorted. ••••• I mn.y be perpetrating a 
vile calwnny (I theeenk) but I don't care. If so I will a:p 
ologise later. This is too .1.rnportant. I want to know and I 
will only find out by makd.ng+a nud sance of myself. If it is 
so I think it is disgraceful. I normally wouldn't even credit 
such a rumour, but if even Gray ]102.k, who was a vehement sup 
po:rter of the bid at Newcastle and whose jungement I respect, 
is now referrin.g- to it dispar3gingly as 'Pseudcon' then some 
thing must be up somewh~re. 

I was so steamed up back there I failed to notice the 
'petry soiree' typo, not to mention the fact that I didn't 
finish the sentence. Anyway, on to fresh pastures ••••• today 
I also received a God rip-offwhich manage s to extract large 
~'TIITlounts of urine from a touchy subject ••••• 

Va.TI-CON 3 PROGHAlvI EOOK Victoria ifa~me~ PO Box 156; Stn. D; 
'I'o.r orrt o ; Ontario; J-16P 3J8; Canada. 

19 M;ulCH 1975 
THE GRIMBLING BOSCH 2 ·fr} rry Bell: Address elsewhere. 

D!JRFED 1 - Kevin Williams & l\eil. Jones: 9 1.Vhitton Place; 
Seaton Delaval; Nor+humber-Land • 

The latter of which is f'ul.I of seve ra'l good two 
line ideas thn.t have been worked to death over half a page. 
}Tom memory it is just a better done version of HELL 1, des 
erving of encouragement, if little else. I'm beine; exceeding 
brief here because I refuse _to go dashing r cund in the week 
before the con getting this run off. I'm finishing it this 
week, which means this has to be the last stencil, dated the 
twentieth of March in this year of our Skel, twenty-seven. 
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